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We are on the threshold of a mediamorphosis that will revolutionize the way we interact with our TV sets. The combination be-
tween interactive digital TV (IDTV) and the Web fosters the development of new interactive multimedia services enjoyable even
through a TV screen and a remote control. Yet, several design constraints complicate the deployment of this new pattern of services.
Prominent unresolved issues involve macro-problems such as collecting information on the Web based on users’ preferences and
appropriately presenting retrieved Web contents on the TV screen. To this aim, we propose a system able to dynamically convey
contents from the Web to IDTV systems. Our system presents solutions both for personalized Web content search and automatic
TV-format adaptation of retrieved documents. As we demonstrate through two case study applications, our system merges the
best of IDTV and Web domains spinning the TV mediamorphosis toward the creation of the personal-TV concept.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Television (TV) still represents the most widespread domes-
tic appliance with a 99% of penetration in western world’s
homes [1]. Currently, interactive digital television (IDTV)
embodies the first step in the ongoing evolution of this
medium through which TV users are becoming active sub-
jects able to interact with broadcast contents, sending back
various kinds of feedback.

Through the IDTV mediamorphosis [2, 3], traditional TV
watching will be coupled with new interactive digital appli-
cations that may be developed to run on TV. As a result,
TV watchers will pass from a passive role to an active one
[4]. To this aim, broadcast interactive digital applications will
be retrieved by the set top box (STB) and executed on the
TV screen [5, 6]. These applications may be complementary
to TV programs (e.g., voting systems, electronic program
guides), or even completely uncorrelated to on-air shows,
thus representing new services (e.g., games, news, t-learning,
t-commerce, delivery of Web contents) exploitable while TV
programs go on.

Digital transmission technology has the merit of push-
ing forward the frontier of experimentation; however, it does

not yet possess all the resources that are required to sustain
the whole process of TV mediamorphosis. To complete this
process, researchers are now called to combine IDTV with
the most powerful and complete medium able to carry infor-
mation: the Web. Indeed, also thanks to the larger and larger
diffusion of broadband connectivity, the Web has gained a
tremendous importance since its development, generating
new forms of business models and digital entertainment ap-
plications such as teleworking, online magazines, advertise-
ment systems, online auctions, blogs, instant messaging, on-
line games, interactive audiovisual services, and IPTV.

The integration of IDTV and Web worlds represents an
exceptional opportunity to inject new fuel into both systems
creating a huge, accessible container of all sorts of digital ser-
vices. Advantages of this combination would be reciprocal,
for example, the enlargement of the Web audience to TV
watchers, interactive services provided to the TV audience,
Web services brought to people who cannot afford to buy
a fully equipped computer to browse the Internet or refrain
from using one since they lack the knowledge to manage this
kind of technology [3].

Nevertheless, IDTV and the Web have been developed
as two different technologies, thus posing several challenges
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to their combination and requiring the development of new
ad hoc solutions. For instance, to allow an effective Web
browsing through the TV, two macro-problems have yet to
be solved:

(i) the retrieval of Web contents performed on the basis
of precise requests of TV watchers;

(ii) the proper presentation of these contents in a format
suitable for a TV screen.

Indeed, since the limited space size of TV carousels [2, 7],
it is not feasible to naively hypothesize that all the Web is con-
verted a priori into a TV-friendly format and then broadcast
over TV channels. At the same time, a centralized approach
that let the IDTV providers select, retrieve, convert, and fi-
nally present Web contents to users does not embody either
an adequate solution as it would strongly limit the level of
autonomy and interaction provided to users.

Instead, we propose a novel approach to address the two
aforementioned macro-problems. Our solution exploits the
DVB multimedia home platform (MHP) standard [6] and is
composed of four main modules:

(i) a user interface to facilitate users in expressing their
preferences about contents they are interested in;

(ii) a mobile agent system that permits to dynamically re-
trieve Web documents on behalf of the user and pushes
them onto the TV carousel;

(iii) an automatic transcoding service able to adapt Web
contents in a format suitable for IDTV;

(iv) a DVB-Java (DVB-J) browser application broadcast via
the carousel and locally executed on each STB to prop-
erly manage transcoded contents and visualize them
on a TV screen.

As it is evident, the first two modules address the first
macro-problem, whereas the third and fourth modules focus
on the second one.

Based on our system, various novel applications and
services can be devised. In order to assess the viability of
our solution, we have developed two exemplar case applica-
tions: a TV dashboard and a Web news presenter. The for-
mer involves the development of several widgets (i.e., mini-
applications) that run over MHP-compliant STBs, allowing
users to configure mobile agents so as to dynamically inject
their own personal messages (e.g., advertisements, pictures,
text) into the TV carousel. Furthermore, users can also spec-
ify which kinds of messages/advertisements they are inter-
ested in. This way, a client application (i.e., an Xlet) run-
ning on STBs can filter broadcast data items and provide
users with pertaining contents. Instead, the latter is utilized
to watch on a TV screen sport news that are published on
dedicated Web sites.

Our system is able to promote the development of new
forms of advertisement and t-commerce. Moreover, a vast
plethora of new applications and services becomes feasible
through it. By exploiting the peculiarities of both the Web
and interactive TV, our solution is able to provide the best
of both worlds thus paving the way for the development of
new sophisticated, integrated IDTV-Web services which rep-

resents the essence of a TV-mediamorphosis toward a new
medium: the personal-TV.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides background related to our work. Section 3
describes in detail our solution. In Section 4, we report on
features of two specific applications we have developed as
proof-of-concept to test our system. Finally, Section 5 con-
cludes this paper.

2. BACKGROUND

This section presents concepts that are at the basis of our ap-
proach. Specifically, we first provide a general overview of the
IDTV world in Section 2.1. Then, we devote Sections 2.2 and
2.3 to discuss the state-of-the-art of the two macro-problems
stated in Section 1.

2.1. The IDTV world

With the term IDTV experts refer to TV with interactive con-
tents and digital enhancements. The idea is that these tech-
nologies can be exploited to let TV watchers move from a
passive role to a more active one [4, 8].

Interactive TV is not a new concept. In the past, this
term has been widely employed as the top-level classifica-
tion for all kinds of interactivity that involved TV [9]. For
instance, it included video-on-demand systems as proposed
in the U.S. since the 80’s, which enabled users to interac-
tively choose programs to be watched. However, those early
interactive solutions for TV were soon abandoned due to the
high cost of bringing two-way networks into people’s homes
[10]. With the recent advent of always on domestic broad-
band connectivity (xDSL), new proprietary solutions have
been made available by companies such as OpenTV, NDS,
Canal+, PowerTV, and Microsoft. However, neither these ini-
tiatives represent the perfect solution able to engender a gen-
eral and persistent interactive model for TV utilization. In-
deed, all these initiatives lack an open standard and propose,
instead, a proprietary solution based on a “vertical market”
notion. Simply stated, each network provider distributes its
own STBs already endowed with peculiar features (not only
applications and services, but contents too). Needless to say,
this represents a design inadequacy that prevents interoper-
ability and the emerging of a new standard able to drive the
personal-TV revolution.

As of today, the adoption of IDTV technology is a phe-
nomenon that spreads all over the world. In Europe, Asia,
and Australia, the IDTV market development is lead by
the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) Project [5], whereas
the OpenCable Application Platform (OCAP) [11] and the
ATSC’s Advanced Common Application Platform (ACAP)
[12, 13] represent the standards that are leading the TV inno-
vation in the U.S., and the Integrated Services Digital Broad-
casting (ISDB) initiative [14] is active in Japan. In our work,
we focus on the European DVB standard, as it was the stan-
dard available for our experimentation; however, considera-
tions expressed in the paper can be easily extended also to
other IDTV standards in the world.
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IDTV systems enable the broadcast of data via several
transmission media. As to DVB, for example, data can be
broadcast via cable (DVB-C), satellite (DVB-S), digital ter-
restrial (DVB-T), and wireless signals for handheld devices
(DVB-H). As a common feature to all these different trans-
mission channels, DVB specifies that data need to be broad-
cast by exploiting carousels [2]. In essence, a carousel may be
represented as a cyclic transmission of data structured as in a
common file system [5].

Not only has DVB specified protocols for data transmis-
sion over different networking media, but it has also pro-
vided specifications on the structure of the software inside
an STB, that is, the multimedia home platform (MHP) [6].
MHP defines a programmable interface between interactive
digital applications and the terminals on which those appli-
cations are executed [15]. Specifically, Java applications can
be created to run over MHP-compliant STBs. These are com-
monly termed DVB-Java (DVB-J) applications or, more sim-
ply, Xlets, due to their similarities to Java applets. Basically,
Xlets are composed of a set of class files and other resources,
which are broadcast within the DVB data carousel to be exe-
cuted over STBs.

Thanks to Xlet applications, data broadcast on the
carousel can be managed and presented to watchers directly
on their TV screens. Furthermore, users are allowed to in-
teract with Internet servers and TV broadcasters through an
Internet-based return channel, thus providing means for the
development of a whole plethora of interactive services (e.g.,
advertisement, pay-per-view, voting, gaming, t-commerce,
home shopping) finally available even through the TV screen.

2.2. Automatic Web content retrieval

In order to combine IDTV with the Web, the first macro-
problem that needs to be solved is represented by how to
retrieve Web contents that correspond to TV user’s prefer-
ences/subscriptions given the huge amount of available in-
formation. To this aim a feasible solution could make use of
mobile agents.

Mobile agents are programs that can migrate from host
to host in the Internet. Times (and places) at which agents
decide to migrate are due to autonomous agents’ decisions,
based on the specific tasks they have been instructed to ac-
complish.

Indeed, two main reasons suggest to exploit this technol-
ogy to retrieve Web contents on the behalf of users. First, the
explosive and continuous growth of the Web may overwhelm
the ability of the average user in actually performing a profi-
cient search [3, 16]. This is especially true in the depicted sce-
nario, as we are considering (TV) users that could even had
no practical experience with Web browsing. Therefore, smart
mobile agents can be really helpful by performing informa-
tion discovery, processing, and filtering on behalf of their
users. Second, an application thought to be executed over
IDTV-based terminals has to deal with the limited (compu-
tational and networking) resources of current STBs [6]. This
consideration gains even further importance if one thinks of

emerging IDTV-based handheld devices, for example, DVB-
H compliant mobile terminals [2].

Summing up, a system where users directly browse the
Web through Xlets operating on STBs does not represent a
feasible solution. The actual resource (e.g., time, bandwidth,
processing) consuming task of retrieving Web contents of in-
terest for the user has to be moved closer to Web servers.
Smart mobile agents can be really of service in this sense
making beneficial the fusion of IDTV and Web domains.

2.3. Formatting Web contents for IDTV presentation

The second macro-problem concerns the proper presenta-
tion of Web contents in a format suitable for a TV screen.
Indeed, whereas it is widely accepted that TV contents can be
delivered through the Internet (and IPTV initiatives demon-
strate this claim) [5, 7, 13, 17, 18], yet the reversed case, that
is, making Web contents available on TV screens, is far from
being a service effectively available.

Examples of authoring tools exist that allow TV providers
to create enhanced audiovisual (hyperlinked) contents that
can be interactively enjoyed by TV users; for instance,
GMF4iTV [19], Hypercafé [10], and Viper [1, 20]. Similarly,
the Jules Verne project is currently working on the integra-
tion of MPEG4 and MHP [21]. However, none of these so-
lutions can be directly exploited to browse existing Web con-
tents on a TV screen, as they all require a manual editing of
contents that have to be visualized.

Focusing on specific DVB-based solutions for transcod-
ing Web contents for TV visualization, the DVB consortium
has identified in DVB-HTML the new markup language for
MHP-based IDTV systems [6]. Indeed, DVB-HTML follows
the declarative approach inspired by the W3C and specifies
how Web pages should be organized to be displayed on a
TV screen [22]. Yet, opinions about DVB-HTML are widely
controversial. In fact, DVB-HTML is regarded as a complex
specification, not suitable for devices with poor computa-
tional capabilities (e.g., current STBs and new DVB-H de-
vices) [8, 23]. Moreover, no official testing procedure exists
for this language, thus entailing risks for the interoperability
among different implementations of MHP.

As a result, DVB-HTML is not even supported by current
off-the-shelf MHP-STBs and, to overcome this limitation, ad
hoc solutions have to be implemented such as developing
specific DVB-J applications able to display DVB-HTML doc-
uments. The Nionex pontegra [24] and the ORTIKON ACE
MHP [7] platforms represent two prominent exemplars of
this kind of initiatives. However, due to the inherent com-
plexity of DVB-HTML, only a specific subset of DVB-HTML
is supported by these platforms. Furthermore, since standard
HTML pages are out of the scope of DVB-HTML, a negligi-
ble fraction of Web pages is factually displayable on current
STBs through this approach.

These considerations provide evidence to the following
two claims:

(i) DVB-HTML’s specification is too complex to be sup-
ported by current STBs (i.e., resulting Xlets would pro-
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vide coverage only for a small percentage of pages de-
fined according with this standard);

(ii) current (HTML-based) Web pages cannot be displayed
on TV screens unless they are recoded from scratch
utilizing DVB-HTML.

Consequently, a transcoding service able to automati-
cally convert (HTML-based) Web contents for display on
TV screens represents an indispensable, yet still effectively
missing, tool to fuel the mediamorphosis process toward
personal-TV.

3. PROVIDING WEB CONTENTS ON IDTV:
AN EFFECTIVE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The Web and IDTV represent two worlds that have been de-
veloped through distinct tracks; merging them now passes
through finding appropriate solutions for the Web con-
tent retrieving and visualization macro-problems stated in
Section 1. This is exactly what our system accomplishes.

Furthermore, whereas alternative approaches leave to
IDTV providers the complete decision power about which
contents have to be transmitted through the TV carousel, our
system leaves this decision to TV watchers, which can hence
receive personalized information.

Our approach clearly opens up new business scenar-
ios. New forms of applications and services can be devised
such as, for instance, advertisement, TV/online auctions, TV
dashboards, and Web-TV.

The remainder of this section is devoted to describe in
detail our devised solution; in particular, we subdivide the
explanation of our system components into two subsec-
tions, each corresponding to one of the two aforementioned
macro-problems.

3.1. Gathering contents from the Web

The first macro-problem we address in our work is repre-
sented by how to collect information based on user’s prefer-
ences. This can be subdivided into two smaller tasks: (i) en-
abling users in expressing their preferences and (ii) retrieving
Web contents based on these preferences.

To cope with the first task we have developed an Xlet that
runs on a user’s STB to let her/him specify contents of in-
terest. In particular, user’s preferences are collected through
a graphical interface and encoded based on the specification
protocol. Instead, the second task is performed by the means
of mobile agents that are instructed according to user’s spec-
ifications to search the Web on user’s behalf.

With the help of Figure 1 we clarify the functioning of
our system. When a new request is expressed by a TV watcher
(step 1), the Xlet running on the STB receives this request and
transmits it to a specific host (e.g., host A in Figure 1). This
way, host A can spawn a new mobile agent, instructed follow-
ing user’s preferences as reported by the Xlet (step 2). The
mobile agent moves in the Internet visiting different hosts
(steps 3 and 4) and, at each host, it performs a query for re-
quested contents; results are managed and stored within the
agent. Once the agent has visited all nodes it planned to visit,

Host B
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Figure 1: The system architecture.

it moves to a final host, which acts as a gateway to the IDTV
domain (step 5) to deliver all retrieved data. These data are
then checked for duplicates and corruptions (step 6) and au-
tomatically transcoded from their Web format to a format
suitable for IDTV. We dedicate Section 3.2 to discuss this task
at length, as this represents one of the main contributions of
our system. Finally, transcoded contents are pushed onto the
TV carousel and broadcast to TV watchers (step 7).

The TV carousel obviously contains a plethora of docu-
ments, as different users request different kinds of contents,
which are all included in the same TV carousel. Therefore,
the carousel is filtered at client side to locally present only
contents requested/subscribed by each user. In particular, in-
formation filtering is accomplished by resorting to metadata
associated to XML documents related to broadcast contents
(see Figure 2).

A crucial issue regards the discovery of those hosts that
are enabled to accept the arrival and the execution of mo-
bile agents and, among them, those which may contain data
of some interest for TV users. Finding an optimal solution
for this issue is out of the topic of this paper; we just adopt
a naı̈ve (even if effective) solution, according to which, the
agent gains knowledge of hosts to visit at its generation on the
home host (i.e., host A in Figure 1). This implies that the host
that generates mobile agents embodies also the functionali-
ties of a centralized discovery server. However, several alter-
native and more sophisticated solutions may be deployed.
For instance, DHT-based systems could be employed (e.g.,
Chord [25], Pastry [26], CAN [23], Tapestry [27]), thus, hav-
ing the agent performing a lookup(keyword) operation to re-
trieve the complete lists of nodes matching its query.

Focusing on the factual implementation of mobile
agents, we developed the prototype of our system resorting to
the Java agent development (JADE) framework [28], a free,
FIPA-compliant platform for mobile agents [29]. We have
chosen a Java-based framework to create our mobile agents
as it allows a simpler integration with Java-based Xlets that
are executed on the MHP STB.

Figure 3 reports a sketch of the Java source code imple-
menting the mobile agent (DVBAgent), which is in charge
of searching Web contents based on the user preferences.
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Figure 2: Xlets interaction with IDTV and the Web.

As soon as a user has requested its intervention, an agent is
created and then initialized (see Figure 3, setup() method,
line 2). Prior to becoming operative, an agent behavior has
to be specified to be used by that agent (addBehavior(),
line 4). This task is accomplished by means of the
WaitSettingsAndGo class. Obviously, the agent waits for
the user preferences to be specified before it can move to-
wards some hosts to search for contents (lines 7–9). To
move from one host to the next, a go() method has been
implemented, which is devoted to select the next host to
visit (line 11). Upon arrival at a given host, a query is per-
formed to search for contents, based on the user preferences
(queryForContents() method, line 12).

We resorted to XML-based technologies coupled with
the FIPA ACL (agent communication language) to represent
keywords, users’ preferences, and results managed by mo-
bile agents. In particular, we created a simple specification
protocol that is used by agents in our system. Even in this
case, a more elaborated solution can be exploited such as
those inspired by the Semantic Web research groups or FIPA-
compliant querying communication protocols [29, 30].

As an example of how user preferences and requests may
be specified within our system, we report in Figure 4 the
XML code produced by our Xlet, which specifies the request
a user has issued to exploit the function of a weather forecast
application we have developed for use on the TV. This re-
quest amounts to (i) the list of cities in the U.S. for which the

user wants to know the temperature (lines 7–9); (ii) the list
of weather forecast sites which should be asked for tempera-
tures based on the user preferences (lines 1–3). Obviously, to
interpret the XML document of Figure 4, our system man-
ages a correspondent DTD which is reported for the sake of
completeness in Figure 5.

As an example of how our system responds to the request
issued by the user, we provide in Figure 6 a document com-
prised of the values of the temperatures retrieved by our mo-
bile agent after searching the Web. Also in this case, an XML
syntax is exploited (the related DTD is reported in Figure 7).
Basically, for each city the mobile agent has retrieved one or
more forecasts, which are embodied in the XML document.
The resulting data are then managed at the TV Gateway host
(see Figure 1) for insertion in the TV carousel.

3.2. Browsing transcoded Web contents on IDTV

The second macro-problem we address is represented by the
proper visualization of retrieved Web contents on the TV
screen. The solution adopted by our system passes through
performing two smaller tasks. The first task regards auto-
matic transcoding of Web contents retrieved by the mobile
agent into well-formed XHTML Basic documents that allow
visualization on IDTV screens. However, as TV sets possess
specific visualization and interaction characteristics, a spe-
cific browser has to be developed to allow a correct inter-
pretation of transcoded documents and their management
through IDTV screens and remote control.

Focusing on the first task, our implemented transcod-
ing service steps through three different phases (branch (i)
of Figure 8). In the first phase, well-formed XHTML Basic
documents are created so as to have elements that can be eas-
ily managed by means of a standard XML parser (e.g., SAX,
DOM, KXML, nanoXML) and standard XHTML browsers.
This result is obtained by the following:

(i) closing all start-tags with the corresponding end-tags;

(ii) putting all tags in lowercase;

(iii) properly nesting all the XHTML elements.

All these steps are accomplished by resorting to the facili-
ties offered by the JTidy library, an open source project that
can be used as a tool for cleaning up malformed and faulty
HTML, and as a DOM parser [31].

In the second phase, XHTML tags and/or attributes that
cannot be displayed on IDTV screen are removed. A detailed
list of tags modified by our transcoding service and corre-
sponding actions is reported in Table 1. The same is done
for all tag attributes related to font styles (e.g., font-style,
font-weight, font-family), as they cannot either be ex-
ploited for TV screen visualization. Indeed, MHP currently
includes only Tiresias as a possible font to be displayed. As
an additional benefit, this phase reduces the total amount
of coded data. This is positive especially considering the fact
that broadcasting several Web pages and media objects may
easily saturate the bandwidth reserved for data transmission
via carousel.
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(0) public class DVBAgent extends Agent {
(1) · · ·
(2) public void setup() {
(3) · · ·
(4) addBehaviour(new WaitSettingsAndGo());
(5) }
(6)
(7) class WaitSettingsAndGo extends CyclicBehaviour {
(8) public void action() {· · ·}
(9) }
(10) · · ·
(11) public void go() {· · ·}
(12) public void queryForContents() {· · ·}
(13) · · ·
(14) }

Figure 3: Mobile agent implementation.

(0) <application id="tempWidget">

(1) <url> myPreferredForecastSite 1 </url>

(2) <url> myPreferredForecastSite 2 </url>

(3) <url> myPreferredForecastSite 3 </url>

(4) <name> Temperatures </name>

(5) <desc> Displays cities temperatures </desc>

(6) <prefs> 8 </prefs>

(7) <item id=‘‘San Diego’’> San Diego </item>

(8) <item id=‘‘Los Angeles’’> Los Angeles </item>

(9) <item id=‘‘San Francisco’’> San Francisco </item>

(10) · · ·
(11) </application>

Figure 4: User preferences specification.

In the third and final phase, the transcoding service man-
ages links present in the document. Two different kinds of
links have to be considered, namely, internal and external.
With internal links, we refer to those links that point to con-
tents included in the transmitted carousel. Instead, external
links refer to contents that are not included in the carousel.
Our system appropriately modifies internal links so that they
refer to the correct objects within the carousel. Conversely,
external links are left in their original form, as they can only
be managed through the Internet-based return channel.

Scripts and other advanced Web objects (e.g., ECMA-
script, Javascript, Flash, SVG) are currently not supported
by STBs, which typically comply to MHP 1.0.1, whereas EC-
MAscript support is required with MHP 1.1. Consequently,
our system eliminates unsupported scripts and objects and
exploits their alternative representations, if present, encoded
through the <noscript> (or <noobject>, <noembed>)
tag. These process is depicted by branch (ii) in Figure 8. As
a matter of fact, W3C recommends the use of alternative
HTML versions for contents associated to scripts or objects,

supplied in a form which looks like: <noscript> alterna-
tive Web contents </noscript>. This is aimed at guarantee-
ing alternative forms of presentation for users that exploit
lightweight browsers (e.g., Lynx), thus, augmenting contents’
accessibility. Needless to say, such an approach is required
until no support for these technologies will be provided for
MHP-compliant TV sets.

Focusing on general media objects (branch (iii) of
Figure 8), we resort to a rich media transcoding system as
described in [32]. This approach enables the conversion of
several kinds of media (i.e., images, audio, video, rich mul-
timedia presentations) into different encoding formats that
are MHP-compliant.

The second task for the visualization macro-problem cor-
responds to properly manage transcoded contents and visu-
alize them on a TV screen. This issue is related to the fact
that transcoded data are broadcast to be displayed on very
different TV screens (e.g., high definition TV sets, regular TV
sets, handheld DVB-H devices). For a comprehensive discus-
sion on these issues, interested readers may refer to [33, 34].
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(0) <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

(1)
(2) <!DOCTYPE application [

(3) <!ELEMENT application (url*, name, desc, prefs, item*)>

(4) <!ATTLIST application id ID #REQUIRED>

(5) <!ATTLIST item id ID #REQUIRED >

(6) <!ELEMENT url (#PCDATA)>

(7) <!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)>

(8) <!ELEMENT desc (#PCDATA)>

(9) <!ELEMENT prefs (#PCDATA)>

(10) <!ELEMENT item (#PCDATA)>

(11) ]>

Figure 5: User preferences specification: the DTD.

(0) <tempWidget>

(1) <city id="San Diego">

(2) <temp>78</temp>

(3) <metr>F</metr>

(4) <forecast site> myPreferredForecastSite 1 </forecast site>

(5) </city>

(6) <city id="San Francisco">

(7) <temp>68</temp>

(8) <metr>F</metr>

(9) <forecast site> myPreferredForecastSite 1 </forecast site>

(10) </city>

(11) <city id="Los Angeles">

(12) <temp>74</temp>

(13) <metr>F</metr>

(14) <forecast site> myPreferredForecastSite 2 </forecast site>

(15) </city>

(16) · · ·
(17) </tempWidget>

Figure 6: Contents gathered by the mobile agent.

Here, we discuss the solutions we devised to tackle these
visualization issues (a summary is also provided in Table 2).
In particular, as regular MHP systems do not support
XHTML Basic, we developed another Xlet application that
acts as a browser for the XHTML Basic documents produced
by our transcoding service. This Xlet is run on the STB to
manage and optimize the receiver-side settings for the man-
agement and visualization of received contents, specifically.

(1) First and foremost, a crucial problem is represented
by the fact that a Web document is not structured to
be displayed on a TV screen. Indeed, a TV screen has
a resolution which is typically lower than that avail-
able on a PC monitor. Furthermore, even the update
frequencies and the pixel size are different on the two
devices [22]. In essence, spectators watch TV from a
longer distance (some meters) and consequently the
font size typically used for a Web page (11 pt) may re-
sult too small for TV sets. Consequently, we have de-

signed our DVB-J browser application to utilize en-
larged font sizes for presentation and, when needed,
to appropriately split each Web page into several TV
screenshots.

(2) Tables within Web documents can be too big to be dis-
played on a TV screen. Therefore, our system splits
each table within the Web document into several sub-
tables that are displayed over subsequent screenshots.
To browse subtables, a navigation mechanism is pro-
vided which can be manipulated via the remote con-
trol. Needless to say, our approach is effective when ta-
bles are employed exclusively for representing data in
a tabular format, whereas it would not perform well if
tables were used for structuring the layout of the Web
document. Yet, this latter case does not comply with
the guidelines provided for Web documents’ layout;
rather, it represents a behavior highly deprecated by
the W3C.
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(0) <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

(1)
(2) <!DOCTYPE tempWidget [

(3) <!ELEMENT tempWidget (city*)>

(4) <!ELEMENT city (temp, metr, forecast site)>

(5) <!ATTLIST city id ID #REQUIRED>

(6) <!ELEMENT temp (#PCDATA)>

(7) <!ELEMENT metr (#PCDATA)>

(8) <!ELEMENT forecast site (#PCDATA)>

(9) ]>

Figure 7: Weather forecaster application: the DTD.
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Figure 8: Transcoding Web contents for IDTV.

(3) High flickering effects on the TV screen must be
avoided as they may result annoying for TV watch-
ers. To this aim, dark colors for the background and
bright colors for characters are employed. In essence,
our DVB-J browser aims at improving readability (as
well as accessibility for partially sighted people) by em-
ploying dark blue and white as default colors for the
background and characters, respectively.

(4) Focusing on the usability issue, we have to keep in
mind that the TV remote control is the device that has
to be utilized to control the system at client side. Con-
sequently, the implementation of all functions that are
typically provided by a mouse (e.g., pointing, drag-
ging, clicking) have to be replaced by buttons on the
TV remote control. Considering the example of the
dragging function, scroll bars are replaced by the sub-

sequent visualization of different screenshots executed
through the arrow keys on the remote control.

(5) Finally, links present within the displayed page are
made available in a separate frame on the top-right
corner of the screen.

As a final comment on our Xlet, it is worth mentioning
that this software application has been implemented using
the Java programming language and by resorting to those
Java libraries needed to make it DVB-compliant, that is, Ja-
vaTV, HAVi, DVB, JTidy [5, 6, 31]. This way, the Xlet is per-
fectly operative when executed over DVB-compliant STBs.

4. AN EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF OUR
SOLUTION ON A REAL DVB-T SYSTEM

Aimed at verifying the viability of our approach, we evalu-
ated our solution on a real DVB-T system. The DVB-T sys-
tem was provided by CINECA [35], an Italian consortium
for ICT research. In the following two subsections we report
on two sets of experiments that were devoted to test the var-
ious components of our system architecture. We present two
possible applications that may be implemented thanks to our
architecture. In particular, we focus on the ability of our sys-
tem in (i) retrieving Web documents based on user’s prefer-
ences and (ii) automatic transcoding fetched Web pages for
visualization on a TV screen.

Each single test was conducted as follows. Upon comple-
tion of the transcoding process, a carousel was generated by
multiplexing an MPEG-2 video stream with the transcoded
data provided by our solution. The obtained multiplexed
stream was then passed to a DVB-T modulator, in charge of
converting the generated carousel into an analog coded or-
thogonal frequency division multiplex (COFDM) signal. To
perform controlled experiments, we connected the utilized
MHP-STB with the DVB-T modulator via a TV cable. On-
the-air transmissions were hence replaced by transmissions
transported on the TV cable. However, this did not reduce
the significance of our assessment, since it is well known that
on-the-air reliable communication is guaranteed by DVB-T
systems, thus, being equivalent to those carried out by means
of a cable.
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Table 1: Tag transcoding.

Tag Action

<!- -. . .- -!> Removed

<a>
Maintained. Internal links, managed as values of
the href attribute, are modified to point to the
linked contents within the carousel

<area> Removed

<b> Tag removed, text maintained

<bdo> Tag removed, text maintained

<button> Removed

<col> Removed

<em> Tag removed, text maintained

<fieldset> Removed

<frame>
Maintained. Frames are managed as linked
contents. The effect is that only a single frame is
displayed at once.

<hr> Removed

<i> Tag removed, text maintained

<kbd> Tag removed, text maintained

<label> Removed

<link> Removed

<map> Removed

<object> Replaced by the alternative representation

<option> Removed

<p> Maintained if not void. Removed otherwise

<param> Removed

<script> Replaced by the alternative representation

<span> Tag removed, text maintained

<style> Removed

<textarea> Removed

<var> Tag removed, text maintained

∗ All other tags are left in their original form

Table 2: TV visualization: issues and solutions.

Issue Solution

(1) TV set has a low resolution and is watched
from a larger distance (with respect to a PC monitor)

Larger font sizes are used, Web page to be
fragmented over several TV screenshots

(2) Tables can be too large to be displayed on TV Tables are fragmented into subtables

(3) High flickering and visualization problems for
(partially sighted) people

When not specified in the document, blue
backgrounds and white fonts are employed

(4) A TV remote control has limited input modalities
Scroll bars are replaced by the use of TV remote
control to navigate through different screenshots

(5) Positions of links in the screen
Links are moved to separate frame displayed on
the top-right side of the screen

4.1. The TV dashboard application

To provide validation of our system architecture and, in
particular, of the mobile agents’ effectiveness in retrieving
Web contents of interest for the user, we developed an ap-

plication that takes inspiration from the well-known Dash-
board available for Mac operating systems [36, 37]. The main
idea is that of providing the STB with a platform able to
host several concurrently running, dynamic, light-weight,
mini-applications (named widgets in the Dashboard jargon).
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Figure 9: A Screenshot of the dashboard application.

Widgets are supposed to periodically retrieve some informa-
tion from the Web to update their statuses. In our system,
each widget is associated to a mobile agent that periodically
goes out in the Internet to retrieve fresh information. This
information is included in the TV carousel and broadcast.

Since the TV carousel is dynamically updated and data
are cyclically broadcast, each Xlet at the client TV side peri-
odically checks for new items available that match its interest.
When new relevant data are found in the carousel, the infor-
mation visualized on the TV screen is updated accordingly.

As a proof-of-concept of our solution, we have devised
several widgets that are simultaneously run in our system,
namely, image-viewer, rss-viewer, weather-forecaster, TV ad-
vertiser. A screenshot of our Xlet, as it appears during execu-
tion on the Xletview emulator [38], is reported in Figure 9.

More in detail, image-viewer is a simple application for
the visualization of an image on the screen. The TV carousel
periodically includes a new image that matches some specific
user’s preference (e.g., the astronomy picture of the day, the
preferred daily comic strip, some image took from a certain
Web camera) and that is utilized to replace the currently dis-
played one. To support this application, the mobile agent is
simply responsible to retrieve an image from specific Web
sites and insert it into the TV carousel (a check for duplicates
is performed).

Rss-viewer displays contents encoded as RSS feeds that
are acquired from specific news Web sites. Even in this case,
the mobile agent is simply responsible to retrieve RSS feeds
from a specific set of Web sites and to insert them into the
carousel, if not already present.

The weather-forecaster application takes care of present-
ing weather forecasts on the TV screen. Again, this is accom-
plished through a mobile agent that explores the Web to col-
lect weather forecast information related to the geographical
area where the user lives.

Our solution opens the door for a whole set of new ap-
plications that involves even commerce and direct participa-
tion of users in pushing their contents on air. To this aim,
the more interesting widget we developed is certainly repre-
sented by the TV advertiser. Through this application, users

Table 3: Time needed during the content search activity (msec).

Min value Max value Average value Median value

5 49 10.86 12

Table 4: Reduction of the HTML document size.

Min value Max value Average value

−4.5% −43.50% −33.07%

Table 5: Transcoding data rate (KB/s).

Min value Max value Average value Median value

31.60 111.52 54.21 47.06

are enabled to dynamically inject their own advertisements
into the TV carousel. In essence, users are able to provide
contents (or links to contents available on the Web) to their
agents. In our case, these contents are related to users’ busi-
ness or general activities.

Then, these advertisements can be seen by other TV
watchers that instruct their mobile agents to collect spe-
cific kinds of advertisement and uploads them on the TV
carousel. Therefore, advertisement messages included in the
carousel by some user are presented to other users that are
exactly interested in that particular product/service. To this
aim, the Xlet running on the STB of each of these potential
customers filters data present in the TV carousel and pro-
vides the user with only pertaining contents. Clearly, this ap-
proach promotes a new form of advertisement “from the bot-
tom,” according to which users can be engaged in new forms
of business (or just communication) involving contents that
do not need to be provided by the IDTV broadcaster.

The service model adopted by the TV advertiser applica-
tion can be easily extended to create a wide gamma of new
services. As an exemplar case, think for instance to online
auction systems on TV. The user’s agent could be configured
to follow a given item in an auction and periodically report
updates on its status while competing in the auction.

To assess the viability of our solutions, we conducted sev-
eral experiments. In particular, since Web content searching
represents a major issue from a performances view point, the
goal of our experiments was that of verifying whether agents
could be able to efficiently retrieve contents from the Web.

For the sake of conciseness, we report here a summary
of performance results obtained using the weather forecaster
widget (obviously, similar results were obtained using also
other widgets). In this case, the mobile agent size was of
about 12 KB. As times needed to migrate agents depend only
on the size of the agent and on factors external to our sys-
tem (e.g., host configuration, external load balancing mecha-
nisms, network latency, etc.), we focus here only on the time
spent by mobile agents at a given host, during the content
search process.

Table 3 shows the minimum, maximum, average, and
median values of the time that mobile agents spent at a
given host during our experiments. Considering that the
time needed to move an agent to a host to another on the
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Web page visualization on the Web (leftmost screenshot) and on a TV set (rightmost screenshot).

Internet may take some dozens of milliseconds based on
the network latencies between those hosts, we can conclude
that the overhead imposed by our system is negligible. This
confirms the efficacy of our approach.

4.2. News from the Web

The second application we implemented on the DVB-T sys-
tem is concerned with presenting news retrieved from a Web
site on the TV screen.

We carried out experimental tests on tens of different
Web pages. Depending on the selected HTML document,
during the conversion process different size reduction per-
centages were experienced, ranging from 4.5% to 43.5% (see
Table 4). On average, a 33% of reduction in the size of con-
verted Web pages was obtained. As previously mentioned,
this is a positive effect due to the automatic removal of tags
that could not be displayed on a TV screen and would hence
be useless in this context. Since DVB is intended to trans-
mit also in narrowband scenarios (i.e., mobile transmissions
with only a few hundreds of Kbits available for data [4, 5]),
diminishing the size of Web pages up to 30% can be of
great help to ameliorate system performances. In particular,
since carousels obtained during these tests were comprised
only of images, text, and bytecode, the resulting average size
amounted to 771 KB.

During our preliminary tests, we noticed a transcoding
data rate from about 32 KB/s to about 112 KB/s, depending
on the contents, as reported in Table 5. In particular, in the
table we show the minimum, maximum, average, and me-
dian values of the data rate obtained during the transcoding
activities of our experiments. However, it is worth noticing
that such a transcoding process is performed just once, be-
fore insertion of contents into the carousel. Consequently,
performances of the transcoding system do not influence fi-
nal content retrieval time experienced by users. Indeed, to
complete a transmission cycle from the request to the final
visualization on the TV screen, only about 2.5 seconds were
required, on average.

In order to permit also a subjective evaluation of our
solution, we report in Figure 10 an example of Web page
fetched from the Web (leftmost part of the figure) and then
converted and presented on a TV screen (rightmost part of
the figure) by means of our system. As anticipated, Web pages
displayed on the TV screen present a dark background color
with shiny, large fonts to improve the visualization of con-
tents. Web pages have been split into multiple TV screen-
shots that can be browsed through the TV remote control.
Furthermore, links to other Web pages are included in a sep-
arate frame on the top-right corner of the screen and can be
navigated by resorting to the arrow key buttons of the TV
remote control.

Summarizing, these tests confirmed the ability of our so-
lution in dynamically transcoding Web contents before in-
serting them into the carousel and in optimizing the pre-
sentation of these contents over TV screens. With respect
to other proposals, our solution has the main advantage of
permitting autonomous fetching and adaptation of contents
from the Web to be inserted into the TV broadcast system
without any need for manual reconfigurations.

5. CONCLUSION

Bringing Web contents to IDTV systems represents a new
opportunity that enables TV users to enjoy new interactive
services while watching TV. It may be envisaged that new
Web-inspired applications for entertainment will be devel-
oped on IDTV platforms as soon as viable technological so-
lutions will be available. Unfortunately, the current state of
the art still presents several unresolved issues that impedes a
proficient combination of the Web and IDTV able to spin a
shared world of opportunities.

To this aim, in this work we have addressed the two
main macro-problems in this context: collecting informa-
tion on the Web based on user’s preferences and appropri-
ately present retrieved Web contents on the user’s TV screen.
We have hence deployed a new system architecture which fi-
nally enables TV watchers to characterize the information
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broadcast to their IDTV sets. As a main contribution, our
system narrows the disconnect between the Web and IDTV
worlds with the aim of merging them together. We claim that
our solution represents an important step forward that may
inject new fuel in IDTV and complete the ongoing medi-
amorphosis from TV, as it is currently known, toward the
novel concept of personal-TV.

Our architecture exploits the MHP standard for DVB and
is composed by four main components:

(i) a user interface to facilitate users in expressing their
preferences about contents in a specification format;

(ii) mobile agents dynamically generated from users’ pref-
erences to retrieve Web documents on users’ behalf;

(iii) an automatic transcoding service able to convert Web
contents into a format suitable for IDTV presentation;

(iv) a DVB-J (or Xlet) browser application broadcast via
the carousel and locally executed on each STB to prop-
erly manage and visualize received transcoded con-
tents through the IDTV screen and remote control.

Furthermore, we have demonstrated the feasibility and
qualities of our system by developing two exemplar case ap-
plications (a TV dashboard and a Web news presenter), and
experimenting with them on a real DVB-T system.

Last but not least, a note worth of mention is that almost
all responsive TV technologies now comprise new standards
for receiving and enjoying broadcast TV contents over mo-
bile, handheld devices (e.g., DVB-H) [2, 3, 14]. Therefore,
our interpretation of the personal-TV concept also embodies
a new way to carry tailored Web contents to nomadic users
by exploiting broadband IDTV communication networks.
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